The Role of Family Law in Confronting Polygamy Practices in Contemporary Society
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Abstract: Polygamy is a marital practice in which a man simultaneously has more than one wife. In contemporary society, this practice often poses various legal and social challenges. This study aims to analyze the role of family law in regulating polygamy, protecting individual rights, and maintaining a balance between religious freedom and women’s rights. Family law plays a central role in ensuring that polygamy is conducted with the principles of justice, equality, and protection of the wives’ rights. This research uses a qualitative method with a literature study approach. In contrast, this research’s primary and secondary sources are journals published with national and international reputation indexes, as well as books, laws, and so on that support this research. Data analysis uses description analysis, data following the actual, and then the data is compiled, processed, and analyzed to provide an overview of the existing problems. The results show that polygamy remains a controversial issue in contemporary society. Family law is essential in regulating and dealing with this practice, significantly impacting individuals, families, and communities. This research provides a further understanding of the complexity of the role of family law in the context of polygamy. It can serve as a basis for further discussion on regulating and protecting individual rights in a changing society.
INTRODUCTION

The family is a social institution that is essential to human life. In contemporary society, the family not only serves as the forming unit of the individual but also as the center of social interaction and cultural values. However, in some societies, the development of the times has brought new practices that affect the family order. One issue that is often controversial is the practice of polygamy, where a man has more than one wife at the same time. Although it has roots in certain cultures and religions, this practice often raises legal and social problems in contemporary society.¹

In societies based on positive law, such as the majority of countries in the world today, polygamy is often considered illegal or at least strictly regulated by

applicable family law. Some countries, such as Indonesia, have passed laws regulating the practice of polygamy, taking into account the principle of equality and protection of women’s rights. Nonetheless, the issue remains controversial, and sparks debate about the boundaries between religious freedom, women’s rights, and national law.\(^2\)

The practice of polygamy has its roots in particular histories and religions. In the Islamic tradition, polygamy is permitted under several conditions, such as fairness in treating wives and equal financial responsibility. However, interpretations of this practice vary throughout the Islamic world, from those that prohibit it entirely to those that allow it without restriction. In addition, other religions and particular cultures also hold views on polygamy, which can be a source of conflict in multicultural societies.\(^3\)

In contemporary societies, polygamy is often confronted with complex legal and social rules. One of the leading practices is how to accommodate women’s human rights in the context of polygamy. Criticisms of this practice often relate to the potential for inequality in treating wives with the same husband. Issues such as inheritance, child custody, and financial rights become more complicated in the context of polygamy.\(^4\)

Family law has undergone significant developments in efforts to confront the practice of polygamy. Many countries have changed their family laws to reflect the principles of gender equality and protection of women.\(^5\) Such laws often restrict the practice of polygamy or set strict requirements that must be met before a man can take a second wife. For example, in Indonesia’s family law, a man must obtain

permission from his first wife and put forward a valid reason to be able to practice polygamy.⁶

The practice of polygamy also has a significant psychological and emotional impact on all parties involved, including husbands, wives, and children. Complex household dynamics and feelings of jealousy can often generate tension in relationships between family members. This dynamic can also affect Children’s emotional well-being, with feelings of lack of attention and affection from parents.⁷

In an increasingly multicultural and pluralistic society, seeking a balance between individual human rights and cultural and religious values is essential.⁸ Countries with diverse cultural and religious backgrounds often struggle to find ways to accommodate all of these views within a just and inclusive legal framework.⁹

In contemporary society, the role of family law is significant in dealing with polygamy. Laws should reflect the principles of gender equality, protection of women, and individual human rights while recognizing the right of individuals to religion and practice their beliefs. Amid the complexity of this issue, family law reform must strike a delicate balance between cultural values and universal norms of human rights.

METHOD

This research uses qualitative methods with a literature study approach. In contrast, this study’s primary and secondary sources are journals that have been published with national and international reputation indexes, as well as books, laws, and so on that support this research. Data analysis uses description analysis, data following the truth, then compiled, processed and analyzed to provide an overview of the existing problem.

DISCUSSION

⁷D. A. Setiyanto, “Islamic Law As Social Engineering And Its Implications In Marriage Law In Indonesia,” Ijtihad: Journal of Islamic Legal Discourse and Humanity 17, no. 2 (2017).
⁹Pakarti dkk., "The Development of Ushul Fiqh In The Contemporary World."
Polygamy, a marital practice in which a man has more than one wife simultaneously, has been a controversial topic in contemporary societies. The training and debate related to polygamy involve moral, religious, social, and legal aspects. In an increasingly complex society, family law plays a significant role in dealing with the practices that have arisen due to polygamy. The role of family law in confronting the practice of polygamy in contemporary society by detailing the social implications, protection of women’s rights, and the balance between individual rights and societal interests.

Polygamy has a complex social impact in contemporary society. This practice can affect family stability and the happiness of women and children in polygamous families. These social implications need to be considered by family law in drafting regulations related to polygamy. Good code should consider the impact of polygamy on family stability and children and protect the rights of all family members.10

One crucial aspect that family law must pay attention to is the protection of women’s rights in the context of polygamy. Polygamy often causes women to feel marginalized and deprived of fair treatment. Family law should protect women’s rights in the context of marriage and family. These include the right to truthful information about polygamy, the right to give free and unforced consent, and the right to fair and equal treatment on the part of husbands and society.11

In dealing with the practice of polygamy, family law must also seek a balance between the right of individuals to practice polygamy and the interests of society as a whole. This balance involves consideration of societal values and norms without neglecting individual human rights. Family law must limit the number of wives allowed, marriage requirements, and consent mechanisms involving all parties concerned.12

In developing regulations related to polygamy, family law can refer to legal and comparative references. The experience of other countries that have confronted the

issue of polygamy can provide valuable insight in designing effective regulations. For example, some countries have set limits on the number of wives allowed, require the consent of all parties concerned, and provide legal protection for wives in polygamy.\textsuperscript{13}

Family law can also play a role in facilitating mediation and dispute resolution in polygamy cases. Conflicts between wives in polygamy or conflicts regarding rights and responsibilities can be resolved through a mediation process supervised by the authorities. This can help reduce the potential for competition to the detriment of all parties involved.\textsuperscript{14}

In addition to legal regulation, family law can contribute to education and increase public awareness of the implications of polygamy. Educating the public about individual rights, women’s protection and the social impact of polygamy can help reduce unfair or harmful practices of polygamy.\textsuperscript{15}

In contemporary society, polygamy requires an active role of family law in regulating and dealing with the effects of this practice. This role includes protecting women’s rights, seeking a balance between individual rights and societal interests, and referring to legal and comparative references. In addition, family law can also play a role in facilitating mediation, dispute resolution, and public education. Thus, family law is vital in maintaining a balance between individual freedom and the protection of rights in the face of polygamous practices in contemporary society.

In addition, there are family law roles that must contribute to this, including:

1. Protection of Individual Rights: One of the primary roles of family law is to protect individual rights in the context of marriage and family. Polygamy can lead to inequality between wives in terms of rights and protections. Family law must ensure that every family member’s rights and

protections, especially women and children, are guaranteed relatively and equally.\(^{16}\)

2. Legal Arrangements and Marriage Registration: Family law should regulate the marriage process, including polygamy. Transparent and accurate marriage registration is essential to avoid the practice of legally unauthorized polygamy. It also helps prevent the abuse of polygamy for unethical purposes.\(^{17}\)

3. Addressing Children’s Issues: Polygamy can severely impact children’s well-being in a family. Family law should have mechanisms to address children’s rights, including the right to maintenance, education, and a stable environment. If polygamy can harm children’s development, the law must have a foundation to protect their rights.\(^{18}\)

4. Mediation and Conflict Resolution: The practice in polygamous relationships often involves conflict between spouses or wives. Family law should support effective mediation mechanisms to resolve disputes and maintain harmony within the family. Mediation can help prevent divorce that harms all parties involved.\(^{19}\)

5. Economic and Inheritance Arrangements: Polygamy can raise questions about wives’ and children’s financial division and inheritance. Family law must reasonably regulate economic and legacy rights, ensuring all family members have equal access to inherited resources and property.\(^{20}\)

6. Prevention of Polygamy Abuse: Some cases of polygamy can be used as a cover for the exploitation of women and children, as well as human rights violations. Family law must have provisions that punish abusive acts in polygamy, including actions that harm family members.


7. Education and Awareness: Family law should also provide space for education and awareness regarding polygamy. Educating people about polygamy’s rights, responsibilities, and impacts can help reduce stigmatization and conflict in society.

8. Adoption of Technology and Social Media: Contemporary society faces significant social and technological changes, including the use of social media. Polygamy can occur through online platforms, thus raising questions about legality and legal protection in a virtual context. Family law needs to adapt to these technological developments to remain effective in regulating the practice of polygamy.\(^{21}\)

9. Legal Recognition and Non-Official Practices: In some places, there is a practice of polygamy that is not legally recognized but still exists in society. Family law should consider how to deal with this practice and whether there is a possibility of better recognition or regulation of such practices.

CONCLUSION

In contemporary society, the role of family law in dealing with polygamy is essential to maintain balance and protection of individual rights. Family law must adapt to social, cultural, and technological changes to ensure that polygamy does not come at the expense of equity, equality, and family welfare. By formulating policies that consider these aspects, family law can contribute to creating a harmonious family and protecting the rights of all family members by the principles of human rights and gender justice.
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